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MINIVER
Toothed and flat transmission belts

Characteristics
Stationary press that splices conveyor, flat and
transmission belts. Pressure is supplied from a pneumatic piston
connected to an air compressor and selected from a regulator
incorporated in the machine. Constant reading of the pressure by
means of manometer.

Fonmar manufactures the required moulds for the splice
of the following toothed belts.

Constant pressure during the
whole process.

Maneuver of pressure supply and release from the
selector lever. Automatic heating, maintenance of target
temperature and cooling process. Easy selection of the target
temperature on digital thermometers. Digital timer to choose the
maintenance time of target temperature. Permanent peripheral
cooling system with autonomous temperature control. Fast cooling
of the platens thanks to the water cooling system. Pull-out element
for a comfortable handling of belts and transmission belts.

XL - L - H - XH
T5 - TT5 - T10 - T20

Easy selection from the manual
regulator. Drive from the lever in
the back part of the press.
Constant reading on manometer.

AT3 - AT5 - AT10 - AT20
Other moulds under request.
Special prices depending on the quantity demanded.
Prepartion of the belt in the mould

Adjustment on any
working surface.
DIMENSIONS OF THE ELEMENT

MAXIMUM WIDTH
MODEL

TIMING
BELTS

BELTS AND
FLAT BELTS

OVERALL DIMENSIONS

PLATEN
(mm)

DIFFUSSERS
(mm)

TOTAL
(mm)

LENTHxWIDTHxHEIGTH
(mm)

The machine can be fixed in
any place leaving free the
"fallen area" of the belt.

MAXIMUM
OPERATING
PRESSURE

M 75

75 mm

75 mm

120x80

120x30

120x150

360x175x665

452 daN

M 150

150 mm

150 mm

200x140

200x40

200x250

445x285x770

1104 daN

M 200

200 mm

200 mm

250x200

250x60

250x330

540x345x915

1810 daN

Temperature evolution

Forget the machine is working.
Miniver let you know when
finished.

Temperature

(392ºF)

150º C

(302ºF)

100º C

(212ºF)

70º C
50º C

(158ºF)

0º C

(32ºF)

(338ºF)

A) Adjust one
punched end on
the longitudinal
centre of the
mould.

C) Place the cover
of the mould.

Splice of 50 cm perimeter
transmission belts.

(122ºF)

0’

Choice of the mould depending on the machine model,
type and belt width.

B) Adjust the other
end.

Miniver has been designed to
complete every splice
automatically. A buzzer
indicates that the temperature
of cooling end has been
reached.Reset mechanism to
avoid the machine keep on
working in case of loss of voltaje.

Example: T5 50mm width in MINIVER M200

200º C
180º C

Toothed belts

Press to splice toothed belts and flat belts.

3’

6’

9’

11’

12’

Time (Min.)

Heating time of the press
Fusion time of the belt
Cooling time

Very fast cycles make
easy continuous working.

M75 model has been
designed to splice 50
cm perimeter
transmission belt.

Finger Punch
Ask for further information about Miniver TR, the
machine manufactures by Fonmar to punch timing belts. We
manufacture knives any dimension and shape (following
custormer’s specifications).

15 min.

Flat transmission belts
Assembly of the flat belt / conveyor belt
in the belt clamp

Calorific high
density resistences
and water cooling
make the process
completed in less
than 15 minutes.

A) 1. Adjust one
end on the central
area of the
teflonated bottom
tray.
2. Place the filling
up pieces.
3. Adjust the
lateral bar.

Transmission belts
spliced without
deformations.
Miniver TR 150

Perfect adjusting of the belt in the knife ensuring a
clean cutting in both edges, ideal prepair before joining.

Thanks to the constant
peripheral cooling
system, the ends of the
splicing area of the
transmission belt are
maintained without
changes.

B) 1. Adjust the
other punched end.

Options
- Moulds:
Selection depending on the machine model,
type and transmission belt width.
Mechanized bases depending on
transmission belt type. Alluminium made
base and cover. Steel made lateral ends.

- Belt clamps:
It allows the splice of flat belts and
transmission belts. Stainless steel made.
Help to a better heat distribution. They help
to achieve a better heat distribution. The
adquisition of two unities, allows a
continuous working with the press.

2. Place the lateral
bar.
3. Belt /
transmission belt
ready to be spliced.

C) 1. Adjust of the
placement of the
top teflonated
tray.

- Cooling electro valve:
It reduces the time of temperature decrease
using water from the mains. It opens once
the time of target temperature maintenance
ends and closes once end cooling
temperature is reached.
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Characteristics
Stationary press that splices conveyor, flat and
transmission belts. Pressure is supplied from a pneumatic piston
connected to an air compressor and selected from a regulator
incorporated in the machine. Constant reading of the pressure by
means of manometer.

Fonmar manufactures the required moulds for the splice
of the following toothed belts.

Constant pressure during the
whole process.

Maneuver of pressure supply and release from the
selector lever. Automatic heating, maintenance of target
temperature and cooling process. Easy selection of the target
temperature on digital thermometers. Digital timer to choose the
maintenance time of target temperature. Permanent peripheral
cooling system with autonomous temperature control. Fast cooling
of the platens thanks to the water cooling system. Pull-out element
for a comfortable handling of belts and transmission belts.

XL - L - H - XH
T5 - TT5 - T10 - T20

Easy selection from the manual
regulator. Drive from the lever in
the back part of the press.
Constant reading on manometer.

AT3 - AT5 - AT10 - AT20
Other moulds under request.
Special prices depending on the quantity demanded.
Prepartion of the belt in the mould

Adjustment on any
working surface.
DIMENSIONS OF THE ELEMENT

MAXIMUM WIDTH
MODEL

TIMING
BELTS

BELTS AND
FLAT BELTS

OVERALL DIMENSIONS

PLATEN
(mm)

DIFFUSSERS
(mm)

TOTAL
(mm)

LENTHxWIDTHxHEIGTH
(mm)

The machine can be fixed in
any place leaving free the
"fallen area" of the belt.

MAXIMUM
OPERATING
PRESSURE

M 75

75 mm

35 mm

120x80

120x30

120x150

360x175x665

452 daN

M 150

150 mm

110 mm

200x140

200x40

200x250

445x285x770

1104 daN

M 200

200 mm

160 mm

250x200

250x60

250x330

540x345x915

1810 daN

Temperature evolution

Forget the machine is working.
Miniver let you know when
finished.

Temperature

(392ºF)

150º C

(302ºF)

100º C

(212ºF)

70º C
50º C

(158ºF)

0º C

(32ºF)

(338ºF)

A) Adjust one
punched end on
the longitudinal
centre of the
mould.

C) Place the cover
of the mould.

Splice of 50 cm perimeter
transmission belts.

(122ºF)

0’

Choice of the mould depending on the machine model,
type and belt width.

B) Adjust the other
end.

Miniver has been designed to
complete every splice
automatically. A buzzer
indicates that the temperature
of cooling end has been
reached.Reset mechanism to
avoid the machine keep on
working in case of loss of voltaje.

Example: T5 50mm width in MINIVER M200

200º C
180º C

Toothed belts

Press to splice toothed belts and flat belts.

3’

6’

9’

11’

12’

Time (Min.)

Heating time of the press
Fusion time of the belt
Cooling time

Very fast cycles make
easy continuous working.

M75 model has been
designed to splice 50
cm perimeter
transmission belt.

Finger Punch
Ask for further information about Miniver TR, the
machine manufactures by Fonmar to punch timing belts. We
manufacture knives any dimension and shape (following
custormer’s specifications).

15 min.

Flat transmission belts
Assembly of the flat belt / conveyor belt
in the belt clamp

Calorific high
density resistences
and water cooling
make the process
completed in less
than 15 minutes.

A) 1. Adjust one
end on the central
area of the
teflonated bottom
tray.
2. Place the filling
up pieces.
3. Adjust the
lateral bar.

Transmission belts
spliced without
deformations.
Miniver TR 150

Perfect adjusting of the belt in the knife ensuring a
clean cutting in both edges, ideal prepair before joining.

Thanks to the constant
peripheral cooling
system, the ends of the
splicing area of the
transmission belt are
maintained without
changes.

B) 1. Adjust the
other punched end.

Options
- Moulds:
Selection depending on the machine model,
type and transmission belt width.
Mechanized bases depending on
transmission belt type. Alluminium made
base and cover. Steel made lateral ends.

- Belt clamps:
It allows the splice of flat belts and
transmission belts. Stainless steel made.
Help to a better heat distribution. They help
to achieve a better heat distribution. The
adquisition of two unities, allows a
continuous working with the press.

2. Place the lateral
bar.
3. Belt /
transmission belt
ready to be spliced.

C) 1. Adjust of the
placement of the
top teflonated
tray.

- Cooling electro valve:
It reduces the time of temperature decrease
using water from the mains. It opens once
the time of target temperature maintenance
ends and closes once end cooling
temperature is reached.
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